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Fully remove the refill tab.

2 3

Position the refill, top down, in the 
PerfectClean® refill housing.

Push the refill gradually and horizontally up 
to the stops to pierce the caps. Wait for all the 
liquid to run out.

User instructions

Hear well every day
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Switching on - fill the PerfectClean® with the cleaning solution (as soon as the light indicates it).

PerfectClean®

Cleaning solution refill



How to clean the filter - Before using a new refill.

1

Remove the filter cap
It is important to place the PerfectClean® on its 
front side with the start button (safe mode to 
prevent any fluid flow). Remove the filter cap by 
pivoting it to the left to the   position.

2

Clean the filter cap
Option A

For a little dirty filter:

clean it with warm water.

Option B

For a very dirty filter:

clean it with a cleaning tablet 
(20 minutes in a glass) and then 
rinse it with warm water.

After cleaning it, replace the filter cap in the   position and turn it to the right, to the   position 30 ml

Special precautions for use
Only use the refill when the PerfectClean® indicates it.
Completely fill the refill at each fill.

Emptying (to travel or transport)
1. Place the PerfectClean® on its front face (the side with the start button).
2. Remove the filter cap by pivoting it to the left to the    position.
3. Put the PerfectClean® flat over a sink to drain the remaining liquid.
4.  Refit the cap in the    position and then turn it to the right to the  

   position.

Care advice
It is strongly recommended to clean hearing aids every day.
The refill has a use period of about 60 cycles (except the first refill which allows about 30 
cycles, which is the minimum operating volume).

Applicable standard
The solution’s specific formulation is compliant with the requirements of the NF EN 1040 
bactericide standard.

Safety instructions
•  Never use a substitute product or liquid for the product present in the cleaning refill.
•  The manufacturer cannot be held liable for damage caused by incorrect use or 

handling. 
• Failure to follow these instructions voids the guarantee.

Precautions for use
External use. Do not swallow. Keep out of reach of children.


